OpenStep On Solaris Readied For Beta
• By Frank Hayes

OpenStep on Solaris, the first implementation of the portable object-oriented environment jointly
developed by SunSoft and Next,
will go to beta users early next
year, Sunsoft said last week.
Few users are expecte d to
want the new object
technol ogy initially ,
Sunsoft said. But those
who do can expect a
fairly smooth transition
from existing NextStep
applicat ions-wi th some potential incompatibilities, according
to developers who have examined the OpenStep specification.
Both Sunsoft and Next have
recently released new versions of
their operating systems that lay
the foundation for a later full implement ation of the OpenStep
APis. In October, Sunsoft began
shipping Solaris 2.4, which will
form the base for OpenSt ep
when it ships next year. And last
week, Next began shippin g
NextStep 3.3, which includes key
transiti on elemen ts for users
planning to migrate applications
from NextStep to OpenStep.
NextStep 3.3 is available now
for Intel and Motoro la microprocessors and is slated for PARISC and SPARC in mid-1995.
Pricing is $799 or $199 for upgrades. Enhanc ements include
support for a broader range of

Intel-based PCs; improved system administration, scalability,
and E-mail; and support for enhanced-mode DOS and Windows
applications via SoftPC.
Digital Equipment, HewlettPackard, and Data General have
also announced plans to implement OpenSt ep-com patible

technolo gy, and Next has discussed porting OpenStep to an
operating system in Microsoft's
Windows family.
"With OpenSt ep on all the
different platforms, you're finally going to begin achievi ng
open systems goals of the right
hardwa re for each user, scalable from the office automation
user to the back of the glass
house," said Ted Shelton, president of systems integrat or Informati on Techno logy Solutions in Chicago.
"I don't know if many people
in the commercial software realm
are thinking about it, but my customers in internal corporate development are certainly hoping
that this is the case," he said.
But Sunsof t expects user
uptake to be slow, at least
among Solaris users.
"Only a small set of cus-

tomers will be adopting objects with the addition of OpenStep
now: those who find procedural and DOE, and there is no abtools inadequ ate to create or solute require ment to rewrite
modify applications," said Bud any applications, he said.
Tribble, Sunsoft vice presiden t
Some rewritin g of existing
of object products. Other Solaris NextSte p applications may be
users will continue to use con- necessary, but Next will bundle
vention al program ming tools much of the transition technoloand languages, Tribble said.
gy into the developer version of
Sunsoft's first OpenStep im- NextSte p 3.3, said Eric Chu,
plementation, which will go to produc t manage r for deploybeta users in the first quarter of ment technologies at Next.
next year, will be part of SunThe developer version, which
soft's Distributed Object Environ- will begin beta-tes ting this
ment (DOE), which will also in- month, won't support the Openclude an object communication Step API, which will be implesystem complying with the Ob- mented in NextStep 4.0, but will
ject Management Group's Com- include FoundationKit, a more
mon Object Request Broker Ar- portable class library that rechitectu re, along with a C++ places NextStep's AppKit in the
interface builder, object debug- transition to OpenStep, Chu said.
gers, and administrative tools.
Porting existing NextStep
Develo pers will be able to apps to OpenStep on Solaris is
mix and match C++ and Objec- complicated by both OpenStep's
tive C as needed
improvements over
using Sun soft WorkNextStep and the
St'AIID ARD
shop for C++, which
parts of NextStep
lllt'ERF ACES
is being enhanced to
not address ed in
accept Objecti ve C
the OpenStep specsyntax, Tribble said.
ification, InformaThat should ease one
tion Techno logy
transitio n problem for Solaris Solutions' Shelton said.
developers, whose greatest diffiApart from change s in the
culty "mostly has to do with names of function calls and varilearnin g to program with ob- ables, OpenSt ep adds an enjects," Tribble said.
hanced text object. It's a great imUnlike the transition several provement over earlier versions,
years ago from SunOS to So- but it will break existing code that
laris, the underlying operating subclasses the old version of the
system will remain the same string object, Shelton said.
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